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Abstract: The paper considers the modeling of the process of heat transfer between heaters and material, taking into
account heat exchange with the environment. To solve this problem, an experimental drying unit was assembled. Paraffin, sand,
salt and brick were selected as test materials. The research carried out with the use of paraffin shows the most optimal and
economical result in relation to other materials. The efficiency of paraffin application reaches 51 ºС, and the cooling time takes
much longer. In addition, the selected material and the selected temperature have a beneficial effect on the drying process of
plant material. The article details the data and results of the heating process of the test materials and the selection justification.
In the form of tables, the data of measurements of materials with high heat capacity at various temperatures from 20 to 51,5 °C
are given. The process was observed with a thickness of 4 cm and for different durations from 1 to 120 minutes. The calculations
of this procedure were also performed. This work can be useful for work where paraffin is used as a heating agent and, if
necessary, for performing calculations.
Keywords: heat exchange, renewable energy, paraffin, heating.

1. Introduction.
Currently, the main part of the world energy balance is covered by traditional fossil fuels, fossil fuels
- 78% (coal, gas, oil) and nuclear energy - about 3%. The contribution of all types of renewable energy
sources (RES) to global electricity production is about 22%, of which hydropower accounts for about 17%
(other RES are slightly more than 5% [1]). Assessment of hydrocarbon reserves indicates that the global
economy's supply of oil at the beginning of 2012 was 54 years, for natural gas this figure is 64 years, and
for coal - 112 years [2].
According to the forecast of the International Energy Agency, by 2030 renewable energy sources
will account for 29% of electricity production and 7% of motor fuel production [3]. In those regions where
this is impossible due to the low potential of RES, it is necessary to develop nuclear energy, or rationally
consume the available resources of organic raw materials [4,5,6,7].
One of the possible measures that allows more efficient use of thermal energy in various areas of the
economy is the accumulation of heat through the use of different heat storage materials and heat
accumulators of various designs [8,9,10,11,12,13].
2. Material and methods.
Classification of heat storage materials. The most important characteristics of the thermal energy
storage system are [12]:
• capacity per unit of volume or weight;
• working temperature range, i.e. coolant temperature at the inlet and outlet from the system;
• ways of supply and extraction of heat and corresponding temperature drops;
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• temperature stratification in the battery;
• power required for heat supply and removal;
• volumes of containers, tanks or other structural elements associated with the storage system;
• means for regulating heat losses of the accumulator;
• cost of manufacture and operation.
The creation of heat accumulators depends on the temperature level, the scale of the installation and
the duration of heat accumulation [8].
When developing solar drying installations for drying specific materials in specific climatic
conditions, the main requirements for the parts of the installation designed to impart thermal inertia are as
follows [14,15,16,17]:
1. Large mass or volume of material, taking into account thermophysical properties.
2. Susceptibility to energy or intensity of heating.
3. Low rate of heat exchange with the environment.
4. Ease and compactness of installation design.
As a generalized criterion reduced to a unit of heat-insulating and accumulating material (HIAM),
we take:
𝑅 = 𝜇22+𝜇21
→ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
(1)
𝜇21´+
Where, μ21 – kinetic parameter characterizing the susceptibility to radiant energy; μ 22 – exchange
rate between HIAM and the environment; μ21→μ21 while cooling.
An experimental setup was assembled to solve the problem. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.
1.
Paraffin, sand, salt and brick were selected as test materials. The experiments were carried out with
materials 4 cm thick.
The beginning of the heating point was 20 ºС, the temperature of the tested materials was measured
every 10 minutes for 120 minutes (2 hours). The heat source is an electric oven.

1

3
2
Fig. 1. Schematic of a setup for heating test materials:
1-heat source; 2-tested materials; 3-heat flux.

The material temperature was monitored on the surface of the test material with an electronic
thermometer.
3. Results and discussion.
The results of processing the experimental data by minimizing the sum of the squares of the
deviations of the calculated data obtained by equation (2) from the experimental points are presented in
Table 1. In Fig. 2 data are labeled 1-heater, 2-paraffin, 3-salt, 4-brick and 5-sand.
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Table 1.
№
1
2
3
4

Material
Paraffin
Salt
Brick
Sand

Kinetic parameters of heating mode.
μ21
0,0718
0,0487
0,0272
0,0261

μ22
0,010
0,0128
0,0155
0,0155

Fig. 2. Results of processing experimental data for heating mode.
1-heater; 2-paraffin; 3-salt; 4-brick; 5-sand.

To quantitatively determine the parameters of interest to us, included in the expressions of criterion
(1), we compose the equations of the kinetics of heat transfer between the heater and the material (HIAM),
taking into account the heat exchange with the environment.
The heat flow diagram is shown in Fig. 3, where Т 1 and Т2 are the temperatures in °C on the surface
of the heater and HIAM.

Fig. 3. Heat
diagram.
Fig. 3. Heat
flowflow
diagram.

Where, Qн – heat flux to the heater from the source; Q1cool – heat exchange flow between the heater
and the environment; Т0 – ambient temperature; Q2cool – heat flux between material and environment; Q –
radiant flux from heater to material.
The kinetic equations of temperature change in the materials under consideration in time are drawn
up in the form of a heat balance in dynamics.
𝑑𝑤
{ 𝑑𝑡1 = 𝑄𝑛 − 𝑄1𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 − 𝑄
(2)
𝑑𝑤2

= 𝑄 − 𝑄2𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙
For further calculations, these heat fluxes are expressed in the following form:
Q1cool= к1cool ‧ S1 ‧ (T0 – T1)
Q2cool= к2cool ‧ S2 ‧ (T0 – T2)
Q= q T1 S
𝑑𝑡

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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W= P C T – the amount of heat
The formulas indicate:
Where, к- heat transfer coefficient; S- heat exchange area; Р- weight; С- heat capacity; q- the
intensity of radiation from the heater to the material, referred to the radiation surface area.
After substituting equations 2, 3 into equations 4, 5, 6 and simple transformations, we get:
𝑑𝑡1
= 𝜇0 + 𝜇11 (𝑇0 − 𝑇1 ) − 𝜇12 𝑇1
(7)
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡2

= 𝜇21 ‧ 𝑇1 + 𝜇22 (𝑇0 − 𝑇2 )
(8)
The equations are solved under the following initial conditions:
T1(0)=T0
T2(0)=T0
Differential equations are solved by the method of operational calculus. For this equation, we
transform according to Laplace:
а
Т1 (р)‧р −Т0 = Р0 − а1 Т1 (р)
{
(9)
𝜇 Т
Т2 (р)‧р −Т0 = 22Р 0 + 𝜇21 Т1 − 𝜇22 Т2
Here
𝑎0 = 𝜇0 + 𝜇11 𝑇0; 𝑎1 = 𝜇11 + 𝜇12
(10)
We solve the obtained algebraic equations with respect to the relations:
𝑑𝑡

Т1 (р) =

а
Т0 + 0
Р

р+а1

Т0 р+а0

= р(р+а ) =
1

𝜇 Т
Т0 + 22 0+𝜇21 Т1
Р

а
Т0 (р+ 0 )
Т0

р(р+а1)

(11)

(Т0 +𝜇21 Т1 )р+𝜇22 Т0

=
{Т2 (р) =
р+𝜇22
р(р+𝜇22 )
According to the values obtained from table 2, we obtain the solutions
𝑑
𝑑
𝑎
Т1 (t) = (A‧e−α1 t + k)‧T0 ; A = 1 + 𝑎 ; k = − 𝑎 ; d = 𝑇0
1

1

0

(12)

In the second version of the analysis, the exchange between surfaces is expressed by the wellknown formula of Stefan Boltzmann [18]
Т1 +273,15 4

𝜇21 = ((

100

) −(

Т2 +273,15 4
100

) )

(13)

Where, μ21 – coefficient that takes into account multiple reflections, as well as surface properties.

Fig. 4. Results of processing experimental data for the cooling mode.
1-heater; 2-paraffin; 3-salt; 4-brick; 5-sand.
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In the latter version, the kinetic equation can be solved numerically.
Further, in this case μ0=0,7082 and μ11=0,0200 (when obtaining the above results, the flows from
the heater into the environment and towards the material are combined by one coefficient), measurements
were made on the cooling of materials as a result of heat transfer. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
Table 2.
№
1
2
3
4

Material
Paraffin
Salt
Brick
Sand

Kinetic parameters of the cooling mode.
μ21
0,0048
0,0108
0,0110
0,0102

μ22
0,0004
0,0053
0,0029
0,0097

When processing the cooling mode, the initial conditions are taken equal to the last values reached
in the heating mode.
In this case, μ11=0,0236.
Now the values of the material selection criterion can be calculated according to the formula (1).
Table 3. A
№
1
2
3
4

Material
Paraffin
Salt
Brick
Sand

Ccumulation of energy.
Material selection criteria R
13,80
3,02
1,96
1,31

Table 3 shows that HIAM with number 1 (paraffin) best meets the formulated requirements for
energy storage.

Fig. 5. Calculated graphs of temperature changes.
1-heater; 2-paraffin; 3-salt; 4-brick; 5-sand.

Fig. 6. Calculated graphs of temperature changes.
1-heater; 2-paraffin; 3-salt; 4-brick; 5-sand.

In fig. Figures 5 and 6 show the calculated graphs of temperature changes at the same initial
temperatures of the material and different temperatures of the heater Т1(0)=52 ºС and Т1(0)=18 ºС obtained
according to equation (11).
4. Conclusion.
The nature of the change in the temperature curves, carried out under identical conditions, confirms
the conclusions regarding the choice of material.
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The laboratory studies and the results of experimental data processing show that the rate of wax
warming (blue line in Fig. 2) and its efficiency are the highest. (the warming temperature reaches 51 ºС,
and the cooling time is the greatest (Fig. 4)). Therefore, paraffin was chosen as a heat storage material, since
the rate of heating and heat storage in it is the highest.
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